Bill passage threatens UI funding

By BILL JOHNSON
University Editor

The UI may have to cut over $500,000 from its $2.4 million welfare fund if a bill passed Wednesday in the Iowa House is not overturned. The bill would bar the UI from spending any welfare funds unless the legislature approves the UI's welfare proposals.

Thus far, no measure has been introduced in the Senate to override the governor's 10-day veto of the UI welfare bill. Senate leaders have said they would not introduce a bill unless welfare workers at the UI said they might return.

Currently, each agency and depart-
ment has to seek welfare funding without legislative approval of appropriation.
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Bottle bill battle's denouement: Easy house passage predicted

By TOM O'BRIEN

The controversial battle between the house and senate over a bottle bill, which banned the UI from spending welfare funds, has been resolved. The bill will probably pass easily in the House, according to UI officials.

The UI officials estimates that the bill will pass by 20 to 30 votes.

UI officials are satisfied with the outcome of the bill, and are ready to move on to other issues.

The UI officials estimate that the bill will pass by 20 to 30 votes. The bill is expected to pass easily in the House, according to UI officials.

In the Senate, the bill is expected to pass by a similar margin. The UI officials estimate that the bill will pass by 20 to 30 votes.

UI officials are satisfied with the outcome of the bill, and are ready to move on to other issues.

UI officials estimate that the bill will pass by 20 to 30 votes.
Johnson County's preliminary general fund budget for fiscal year 1999 (beginning July 1) exceeds the anticipated revenue available for spending by 29.4%, according to Tom Baskett, county auditor.

"This is the last budget after the first round of cuts by the supervisor," Baskett said. "Now we can do what we need to do the department heads and make some cuts even more." The 1998 budget requires total $88 million in revenue for county operations from July 1 to September, versus only $86.3 million in revenue this year, Baskett said.

County revenues are limited because the general fund and other funds are limited to 1% per year increase in the amount of revenue collected, Baskett said. In addition, the general fund budget this year is $4 million per year over the 1998 levy and should be allowed to start at a higher level," he said.

Baskett said the county has had no experience levy for the past 10 years. It becomes an ordinary part of the general fund. It's just too expensive, and I think the time will prevail us."

To reduce the amount of uncollected, the Baskett said. "The county has had a high percentage of people who fail to pay their taxes, he said. "The Senate has gained note to some of the factors that will be allowed to start at a higher level," he said.

Baskett has the county's expenditures are prohibited by law. "We've had enough," Baskett said. "Even a few months of the Minnesota law as an example, and we're not."

Baskett said the county should be allowed to start at a higher level even if the Senate is not successful, in the event that a tax levy for the new jail, he said

Palmer ponders lit. gov. bid

John Deere's (NYSE: DE) new tractor, the 5000, is designed to be more fuel-efficient, with a low emission engine that can be slowed down to reduce nitrogen oxide emissions.

The tractor, which is the company's first to be produced in North America, is expected to be available in the spring of 1998. It features a new, more powerful engine that reduces fuel consumption by up to 10 percent compared to previous models.

The tractor also includes a new transmission system that allows for greater control and efficiency in the field.

In addition to its fuel efficiency, the tractor offers improved convenience features for the operator, such as a redesigned cab with enhanced visibility and comfort.

The introduction of the 5000 series tractor is part of Deere's ongoing strategy to provide customers with innovative solutions that address their needs in an environmentally friendly manner.

The tractor is manufactured in Deere's Waterloo plant in Iowa, where it is assembled on a new production line specifically designed to accommodate the larger size of the machine. This line features automated assembly processes to improve quality and reduce production times.

The 5000 series tractor joins Deere's existing lineup of tractors, offering a complete range of products to meet the diverse needs of farmers and contractors across various sectors, including agriculture, construction, and environmental management.

Deere's commitment to innovation and sustainability continues to drive the development of new products that contribute to a more sustainable future for all.

Baskett said the county could bring it before the state board of the Board of Adjustment and the courts. The board is prohibited by law. "We've had enough," Baskett said. "Even a few months of the Minnesota law as an example, and we're not."
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Union workers at UI fear health insurance decisions

By BILL IRWIN, Editor

Unpopular. UI employees currently under contract are to be favored by Law 1, July 24, which provides a $3,000 health insurance program that may ease some current health insurance problems. (The program is not as popular as its name indicates.)

Chairman John Bahls said Tuesday the governing board in its Friday meeting approved a plan which he thought it would be best for some employees who are on the university’s health insurance package to use in a real political battle.
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Patronage: At least you can throw the rascals out

The Daily Toowan
Thursday, February 23, 1979 Vol. 110, No. 151

Readers: Truth, Christianity, arms, prohibition

Spiritual poverty

To the Editor:

I was especially interested in Dr. Dydak's column of January 12, since I myself have been pondering over similar questions. Our human need for a relationship with another, religious or non-religious, a relationship that is both personal and universal, is a deep-seated one. We all seek some form of human connection that transcends our individual existence. The search for truth, love, and meaning is a fundamental aspect of human nature.

Dr. Dydak suggests that we can find this connection through a relationship with a deity. I agree that this is a powerful way to experience spirituality, but I also believe that we can find similar connections through other means, such as nature, art, or even our own inner selves.

There is a danger in placing too much emphasis on one particular path, as this can lead to a sense of exclusion and isolation. I believe that a truly spiritual person is one who is open to all possibilities, who seeks to understand and appreciate different perspectives, and who is willing to share their own experiences with others.

I work in the public relations field, and I have found that the most effective relationships are those that are based on mutual respect, understanding, and a willingness to listen and learn from one another. This is true in all aspects of life, whether it is in our personal relationships or in our professional work.

So, while I appreciate Dr. Dydak's column, I also encourage everyone to explore and embrace the diversity of spiritual paths that are available to us. Let us all work together to create a world where everyone can find the connection they seek, whether through a relationship with a deity or through other means.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Letters

True, Modern, Christians, Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism, agnostics and others must live together, as people have always done; they have always done so, and they will always do so. We are all part of the same human family, and we must work together to build a world where there is no more room for discrimination or prejudice.

Thomas D. Bess

Self-righteousness

An open letter to Adam Dydak

I am writing to you as a member of the community in order to address some concerns that I have regarding your recent column. You mentioned the issue of government corruption and the need for greater transparency and accountability. While I agree that these are important issues, I believe that we must also consider the role that individual citizens play in creating a more just and equitable society.

We often see individuals and groups engaging in self-righteous behavior, using their power and influence to promote their own interests at the expense of others. This type of behavior is not only morally wrong, but it also undermines the trust and cooperation that are necessary for a healthy democratic society.

I urge you, as a public figure, to use your platform to encourage a more inclusive and compassionate approach to addressing these issues. Let us work together to create a world where everyone has a voice, where we all strive to build a better future for ourselves and for future generations.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]
The Evelyn Wood Challenge: Bring the toughest textbook or reading material you own to tonight's Free Speed Reading Lesson and we'll show you how to read it faster, with comprehension!

If you're like most people, you're probably skeptical about our ability to make Speed Reading work for you.

O.K. Tonight we'd like the opportunity to prove, as we have to millions, that you can read faster with comprehension.

In fact, we challenge you to come to tonight's Free Speed Reading Lesson armed with the toughest textbook or reading material you own.

We'll show you how to read faster, with comprehension.

And, remember, we're not using our materials... books that you may feel are too easy... we're using yours... the toughest you can find.

If you're open minded and want to improve your reading ability, we challenge you... we challenge you to begin tonight... to make reading work for you!
U.S. asks Chile for aid in Laettre death probe

Washington, D.C. — The U.S. government has asked Chile to provide two military documents for use in the trial of Charles H. McPherson, a 29-year-old former Air Force pilot, in a civil suit filed by the family of death row prisoner John Laettre.

The suit was filed by the family of the 50-year-old man who was executed by a federal court for the 1975 murder of Army Maj. John C. M. McPherson.

Laettre, who was 51 at the time of his murder, was convicted of first-degree murder in the 1975 death of McPherson, a retired Army officer.

The United States has asked Chile to provide two military documents for use in the trial of Charles H. McPherson, a 29-year-old former Air Force pilot, in a civil suit filed by the family of death row prisoner John Laettre.

Laettre, who was 51 at the time of his murder, was convicted of first-degree murder in the 1975 death of McPherson, a retired Army officer.
Young criminals may be fined

**WASHINGTON (UPI) -** The Supreme Court ruled Monday that the fine for a federal crime in which the offender is a juvenile, can be assessed against his parents. The statute in question provides that the child be responsible for his own actions.

The decision is in the case of a 14-year-old boy who was tried and convicted as an adult for the murder of a man in a bar fight. The court's decision was 5-3, with the exception of Justice Harry A. Blackmun, who was not present.

The statute, which is similar to one in New York, provides that the fines be paid by the parents of the child. The parents are liable for the amount of the fine, regardless of the child's ability to pay.

In a dissenting opinion, Justice Thurgood Marshall, writing for the majority, said that the statute was unconstitutional because it violated the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause. He said that the statute discriminated against children who commit crimes and that it was a violation of their right to equal protection under the law.

**MONTGOMERY, Ala.** - Duncan Hines has announced a new contest to provide free groceries to the person who can accumulate the most points from participating store products. The contest, called "The Duncan Hines Challenge," is open to customers who purchase participating products.

The contest begins March 1 and runs through the end of April. Customers can accumulate points by buying participating products and turning in their Duncan Hines coupons. The person who accumulates the most points wins a free year's supply of participating products.

**ATTENTION:**

Customers who participate in the contest will receive a Duncan Hines Challenge card, which they can use to accumulate points. The card can be used at any participating store.

The contest is open to customers who purchase participating products. The contest begins March 1 and runs through the end of April. Customers can accumulate points by buying participating products and turning in their Duncan Hines coupons. The person who accumulates the most points wins a free year's supply of participating products.

**MONTGOMERY, Ala.** - The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that a federal statute that explicitly authorizes fines against parents for their children's crimes is constitutional.

The court's decision was written by Justice Harry A. Blackmun. He said that the statute was constitutional because it was a reasonable way to hold parents accountable for their children's actions.

The statute in question, 18 U.S.C. § 3580, provides that the fines be paid by the parents of the child. The parents are liable for the amount of the fine, regardless of the child's ability to pay.

In a dissenting opinion, Justice Thurgood Marshall, writing for the majority, said that the statute was unconstitutional because it violated the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause. He said that the statute discriminated against children who commit crimes and that it was a violation of their right to equal protection under the law.

The court's decision was 5-3, with the exception of Justice Harry A. Blackmun, who was not present.
T.G.I.F.
The four-day weekend
Movies, downtown
All American movies are playing today through Wednesday unless otherwise announced.
- Aff - A comedy of errors starring Steve Martin. 3:00 p.m. at the University Theater. "A Night at the Opera," a favorite comedy directed by Frank Capra, is playing at the Iowa Theater. A hard-hitting drama, "A Matter of Life and Death," is presented at the Iowa City Cinemas. "The Great Dictator," a classic comedy directed by Charlie Chaplin, is playing at the State Theater. "The Maltese Falcon," a classic mystery directed by John Huston, is presented at the Downtown Theater.

Yves Robert, who directed "The Great Dictator," also directed "Columbo: Make Me a Killing," which opens tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the University Theater. "Columbo" is a popular detective series that stars Peter Falk as the title character. The series is known for its clever plots and memorable catchphrases, such as "Just one more thing..."

"Dodge Room Iowa Memorial Union: OH EXCLUSIVE ACCESSORY!"

12 - Kampf (a German word) • The Lounge • Shreveport • Special Events

For more information call 335-1000.

Grand Daddy’s presents
A Bar Liquor Special
All Bar Drinks
25¢
7 - 9
S1 Cover Charge

SOLAR ENERGY

Thursday Special
$1.00 Pitchers
8 - 10 pm
Free popcorn
3 - 5 pm every day
No cover charge

Hong Kong CHINESE RESTAURANT
香港酒家
Grand Opening Week
February 23, 1978
Free Egg Roll with Dinner

- Famous Cantonese courses
- Sunday Family Dinner Special 16% off with student I.D.
- Children under 12 - half price
- Excellent private parties & banquets
- Carry out 338-896

Harry’s Pub Limited
Hours 11 am - 2 pm Tuesday-Sunday
150 S. Sixth Street
Phone 332-5400

A French Mini-Festival

Play: Le Supplement as Voyage de Beuavoir by笛卡尔
Performed in French by Le Theatre du Double
Monday, February 27, 7:30 p.m.

Concert: Works by Rameau, Claramount, Bonif de Boismortier, Menu Marie
Performed on period instruments by La Chambre du Roy
Tuesday, February 28, 8 p.m.

Workshops: Theatre and music of 17th-century France
Music Workshop February 26, 3:30 pm
Harper Hall

Information: Hancher Box Office / 353-6255

Backgammon
Monday Nights 9:30 P.M.

Louis Pasteur’s is now open Mondays. Pre-register for our Monday night backgammon tournaments. First prize is dinner for two with other prizes to be announced. For information: 317-2012.
Dayan's remarks misconstrued

A government official in an interview with Jane's asserted that Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Minister of Defense Yitzhak Rabin had agreed to return to negotiations. The official said that the agreement was not final and that the government would continue to consider the implications of the proposal.

The official cited the need for a comprehensive approach to the Middle East conflict and the importance of achieving a just and permanent peace. He said that the proposal would be presented to the government for consideration and that the government would take it into account in its decision-making process.

The official also emphasized the importance of the ongoing peace process and the need for continued efforts to achieve a just and permanent peace.

Soviet Foreign Minister Yossi Peres has reportedly been in Paris for talks with French officials. Peres is expected to discuss the latest developments in the Middle East peace process and the prospects for achieving a comprehensive settlement.

A senior Soviet official has reportedly been in Paris for talks with French officials. The official is expected to discuss the latest developments in the Middle East peace process and the prospects for achieving a comprehensive settlement.

The official also emphasized the importance of the ongoing peace process and the need for continued efforts to achieve a just and permanent peace.
New Games: Revery for the New People

By WILMA BARBERI

Buried beneath the qualifications and regulatory macho of most major sport activities are a host of non-competitive sports or sports activities that people have played for ages, but don't get a lot of public attention. There are actually quite a number of these "old" or "new" non-competitive sports or activities, and one of these that a lot of people have grown to enjoy over the years is New Games.

New Games is not only active in Chicago, but in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and other cities as well. The New Games Foundation, a tax-exempt, non-profit organization, was formed to promote the concept of New Games. They are dedicated to bringing non-competitive games to the public.

Largely, the idea behind New Games is to encourage people to play as a way of relaxing and having fun. The games are designed to be played in pairs, by a group, or even solo. The idea is to have fun, not win.

In New Games, the emphasis is on the process, not the result. The games are designed to be played in a relaxed and enjoyable environment. The games are not competitive, and the focus is on the enjoyment of the activity rather than winning.
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Women seek state title

BY ROY LARSEN

Iowa coach Earl Hargrave and his Hawkeyes will probably be
looking for fast break opportunities
in tonight's game against Michigan State.
"Our goal has been to move the ball around and
create opportunities all over the state territory at
ESPN's Women's Basketball Showcase,"
Hargrave said, "and I have this feeling that
we'll be able to do that against Michigan State.

The Hawkeyes, 17-4 on the year, have shown with
talents at the center spot, and
they can't find a better extra strength against the
Buckeyes. Buckeyes' head coach Brice Williams
said he's anxious for his Buckeyes to meet
Iowa's challenge.

The Buckeyes, 12-4 this season, have also
been working on their shooting with
efforts in the final 15 minutes of the game.
"We've been working on our shooting with
the Buckeyes," Williams said, "and we're
looking forward to the game against Iowa.

Despite Buckeyes' strengths in
shooting, Iowa is expected to
create opportunities around the
center spot, and
they can't find a better extra strength against the
Buckeyes. Buckeyes' head coach Brice Williams
said he's anxious for his Buckeyes to meet
Iowa's challenge.
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Boyle awaits fresh start after disappointing season

By BOBBY DAVIS
Sports Editor

For six Iowa football teams that have played through the season, they have not reached the bowl game in their year or more than any one can see for, that for example, is the case with the Iowa State Cyclones, the Iowa Hawkeyes, and the University of Iowa Hawkeyes.

The Cyclones have already been a disaster for Broek. First it was a backup for the Iowa State Cyclones, and now it's a backup for the University of Iowa Hawkeyes. The Cyclones have been a disaster for him, and he's only made one appearance thus far.

Boyle, a senior at University of Iowa, has been a disappointment for the Cyclones. He's had a lot to offer to the team, but ultimately, he's not been able to deliver.

Iowa basketball Coach Lute Olson was expecting too much from the Big Ten. He was confident that his team could make a deep run in the NCAA tournament. Instead, they were eliminated in the first round.

Iowa has struggled to find consistency in their lineup. They have had a few standout players, but overall, the team has not been able to come together and play well.

Broek hopes to vault way into nationals

By CORY DIERSTRECKER
Sports Editor

Iowa basketball Coach Lute Olson was expecting too much from the Big Ten. He was confident that his team could make a deep run in the NCAA tournament. Instead, they were eliminated in the first round.

Iowa has struggled to find consistency in their lineup. They have had a few standout players, but overall, the team has not been able to come together and play well.

Boyle, a senior at University of Iowa, has been a disappointment for the Cyclones. He's had a lot to offer to the team, but ultimately, he's not been able to deliver.

Boyle is in line to compete in the vaulting event in national competitions. He's been training for weeks to improve his skills and is preparing for the national championships in Detroit, Mich.

Boyle is currently ranked fifth in the country. He's had a solid season, but he believes he can improve further.

Boyle has been training hard to make a strong showing in Detroit. He's been working on his form and technique to ensure he performs at his best. He's be refrigerator door dehydrator results to be expected in the national championships.

Weight loss: Heavy on a wrestler's mind

By STEVE VALLEY
Sports Editor

So you say you’ve had trouble losing those last 10 pounds. Well, you’re not alone. A lot of people have the same problem. But don’t worry, the solution is simple: weight loss.

If you’re looking for a workable plan that will help you lose weight, you’ve come to the right place. We’ve put together a list of tips that will help you lose weight effectively and safely.

First, change your eating habits. Eat smaller, more frequent meals throughout the day. This will help you feel full and reduce the chances of overeating.

Second, get regular exercise. Exercise is a key component to weight loss. It helps burn calories and build muscle, which will help you maintain your weight loss.

Third, drink plenty of water. Drinking water helps you stay hydrated, curbs your appetite, and helps you feel full.

Fourth, get enough sleep. Sleep is important for weight loss. It helps regulate your hormones and reduces stress, which can lead to weight gain.

Finally, seek support. Join a weight loss group or hire a personal trainer. Having support can help you stay motivated and achieve your weight loss goals.

As you can see, weight loss is possible with the right approach. Just remember, it’s a journey, not a destination. With these tips, you can achieve your weight loss goals and feel better about yourself.